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We lose an important voice that encouraged daring architecture. -- City of (un)brotherly love: Philadelphia’s "unchecked eminent domain" could end up costing the city dearly. -- Australians see(k) Olympic gold in London. -- Fire and pedestrians in Chicago. -- A young Tacoma firm (founded by old hands) wins big in China. -- Saarinen’s trendsetting Bell Labs up for sale: Roche and Papademetriou chime in, but the land is worth more than the buildings. -- Disneyland turns 50. "...has worked its magic on our culture and transformed the entertainment industry." -- Design like you give a damn: Sinclair/Architecture For Humanity brings the message to the National Building Museum.
-- Under construction: Raimund Abraham: JingYa Ocean Entertainment Center, Beijing, China
-- Randall Stout: Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, Virginia
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